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Suggested is the based on functional networks apparatus approach to hierarchical structure forming of generalized measure used for control synthetic categories estimation. Given are the composite indicator construction models, based on initial data of different purpose and nature. Considered are the ways of resulting values interpretation on the basis of positioning maps. Noted is this approach can be used for preparation and decision making within public and corporate control systems.
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Suggested is the company investment activity simulation model, based on which the behavior of the company fundamental value at various control parameters is investigated. Considered is the mutual effect of bank and corporate borrower cost growth factors. Based on obtained patterns a set of decision rules is formulated, subordinating bank’s decisions on expediency of financial resources placement among corporate rate market customers of banking services, directed at forming the fundamental value of the bank and corporate borrowers.
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Analyzed are the system-wide problems arising from heterogeneity and global strong connectivity of computer networks. Shown is the effect of heterogeneous network resources functional integration problems combinatorial complexity on creating large systems of distributed computing and network-centric control. Highlighted are computer aspects of sustainable development of social systems in conditions of global information strong connectivity. Considered are common aspects of IT security problems: technical (cybersecurity), social (influence of information superflows) and personal (for example, the phenomenon of «digital dementia»). Matched are the key directions of improving computer environments, including the problem of reliable computing in computer environments with unreliable components.
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Suggested is the computer model of cybernetic «teacher — learner» system taking into account various features of education process. The model is based on the numerical solution of differential equations system and takes into account the student’s influence on the teacher that is feedback. Analyzed are various methods of learner activity management.
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A system area supercomputer network with increased number of nodes and diverse intermodal paths is considered, given the name of generalized extended multiring. The characteristics of such network in comparison to «flattened butterfly» network with the same nodes size and equal network diameter are given.
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A problem of mobile object evasion from detection by a system of stationary heterogeneous observers consisting of one sensor and the group of detectors is considered. The explicit form of the evasion optimal law is obtained for power function relationship between the level of the radiated signal and the velocity of movement of the mobile object. Trajectories are constructed to bypass system observers and to break through the system.
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